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Secure Cloud hosting with fixed costs.
Diacom has extensive experience in deployments on behalf of our clients whether that be Public,
Private or Hybrid Cloud. We review your “as is” in terms of infrastructure, workloads and performance.
We then provide you with the most viable solution that will enhance your user and business experience.

DIACOM CLOUD21

Diacom provide our clients with necessary visibility they require in terms of costings for current versus future cloud
deployment with our aim being for us to demonstrate the functionality of what a cloud deployment can look like versus
your current solution. This affords our clients an insight into their return on investment and Diacom can then install,
migrate, configure, implement and administer the client’s workloads in the Cloud. We compliment this service with
a managed service for our client’s cloud presence where we provide 24/7 administration, monitoring, support and
optimization.
Diacom Cloud 21 is a secure private cloud hosted by Diacom at a data center in Dublin which allows our customers to
rest assured that their data does not leave the Island of Ireland. Clients utilise their own fully dedicated private cloud
with fixed monthly costs allowing them full visibility and predictability for their day to day IT operational costs.
Cloud 21’s clients have varying levels of presence from full production environments to those who
merely wish to host backups. Our Cloud 21 offering is extremely flexible in terms of capacity,
capability and performance. Diacom will design and build the solution that will allow you
to initiate a smooth and easy transition to the cloud.
Diacom’s Azure footprint and knowledge base has expanded greatly in recent
times. Our work was recognized in 2016 when we were admitted onto
the Microsoft Azure Advanced program which provided our solution
architects with direct access to their counterparts in Microsoft.
Hybrid Cloud is an offering that has gained more momentum in
recent times with more and more businesses realising that a full
cloud deployment is not necessarily for them. Hybrid Cloud allows
organisations to run workloads where they run best, maintain
security and high performance for business-critical apps and data.
Clients may wish to retain some workloads on site that are not
as intensive on their resources while migrating those that perhaps
require the optimal performance and are best suited to be run in a hosted
cloud environment on the most up to date and best served devices.
Adopting a Hybrid cloud strategy is seen by many as being the best of both worlds as the client can proceed with a
defined combination of local and public cloud.
Diacom work with the leading providers of Hybrid Cloud solutions namely Dell, HPE, Microsoft and Cloud 21.
Diacom also provide on premise cloud infrastructure which allows our clients added control and security which is then
complimented by Cloud 21, Microsoft Azure and or Office 365.
In summary, Diacom can assist you in the planning of your migration to the Cloud.
Diacom know that for our clients choosing the right cloud service is critical to your business.

OUR CLIENTS

Please call today for a free Cloud Assessment on (01) 419 5959 or email sales@diacom.ie
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